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On the efficiency of nonlinear optical processes 
with respect to photon statistics of generating 
radiations*
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The effect of photon statistics on the course of nonlinear optical three-mode 
processes is disousse in this paper. A method that assumes conserved statistics 
of generating radiations in the course of a nonlinear process [8] is used and two 
typical cases, namely the parametric generation from quantum noise and para
metric up-conversion, are studied here. The influence of photon statistics of 
generating radiations upon the course of nonlinear optical processes is explained 
by the effects of intermodal correlations.

In trod u ction

An optical non-degenerate three-mode nonlinear process in a non-dissi- 
pative medium can be described by means of the trilinear time-dependent 
Hamiltonian [1-5]:

H(t) — ftfaqa* (t)a,i{t) +  (o2aX (t)a2(t)-{- co3a  ̂(t)a3(t)] -f

+  % K  {t) a2 (*) as (*) +  at  (*) «2+ (*) a3 (*)] > (1)

where coly co2, a>3 are the frequencies of considered modes satisfying the 
condition:

ö>i + <w2 =  co3; (2)

af (t) label the annihilation and creation operators relative to the 
i-th mode, and g is the real coupling constant.

The phase matching for respective wave vectors is assumed as well, i.e.

k 1 +  h2 =*= fc3. (3)

The differential equations for the annihilation operators can be obtained 
when using the Heisenberg equation of motion [1-5]:

tiM'j
dt

— coj cq H- g&2 % j (4a)

da2
dt

=  co2 a2 -f- g&X cq, (4b)

daz — f»\ n 1 fin n (4.o\
dt

— CO3 W3 (/0 /1 2̂ ·

* This paper has been presented at the Fourth Polish-Czechoslovakian Optical 
Conference in Rynia (near Warsaw), September, 19-22, 1978.
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Solution of the equations (4) represents the well known three-body 
problem and thus a solution in a closed form does not seem possible. 
The equations (4) were solved in the short-time approximation by A g r a - 
w a l  [4] and P e &in a  [5, 7], and similar equations for a degenerate process 
were solved by K ie l ic h  [6] and P e &in a  [7].

In some special cases it seems to be advantageous to use a method 
proposed by Crosignani [8] which assumes that the photon statistics 
of generating radiations is not changed in the course of the nonlinear 
process. Such an assumption allows to find the solution of (4) in a closed 
form. It is interesting that for second harmonic generation, for which 
the method was originally proposed, this method seems to offer very 
low accuracy.

In this paper we shall consider two cases, namely the parametric 
generation from quantum noise and the parametric up-conversion.

The basic relations, we shall use here, are the equations of motion 
for photon number operators n{(t) =  af{t)a{{t) following from (4):

<Z2% d2nz 
dt2 _  dt2

d2nz
~dF

2 g2 (n3Wi +  nzn2 — nxn2 +  nz), (5)

and the photon number conservation laws:

wrt1 (A/ft/ 2

=  0, (6a)
dt dt

dnx dn3 — 0
dt dt

— u, )

dn2 dnz
= 0. (6c)

dt dt

In order to solve the averaged equation (5) it is necessary to assume 
the factorization relations for generating radiations of the type <n\ (0)), 
<^(i)>, (tni (t)ni{0)> and to introduce the corresponding initial con
ditions.

We shall consider two types of generating radiations: 
a. Coherent generating radiations with Poisson photon number distri

bution satisfying the factorization relations of the type [9]:

<»5(0)> =  <%(0)>2 +  <%(o)>, (7a)

<y.(i)> =  <%(i)>2 +  <%(«)>, (7b)

<%(<)%( 0)> =  <n*(0><»*(0)>+ <%(*)>· (7c)
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b. Chaotic (Gaussian) generating radiations with Bose-Einstein sta
tistics that satisfy the factorization relations of the type [9]:

<*}( 0)> =  2<*M0)>2 +  <%(0)>, (8a)

<*?(*)> =  2(n{(t)y +  <%(*)>, (8b)

<%(<)%(0)> =  [1 +  exp ( —2 |i | )] (n{ (<)> (0)> -f <% (<)>, (8c)

where r { denotes the spectral half-width of Lorentzian line.

P a ra m etr ic  g en era tio n  from  q u an tu m  n o ise

Parametric generation from quantum noise is a spontaneous decay of 
a pumping photon at co3 into two subfrequency photons at co1 and co2. 

From the classical theory the zero effect can be derived.
The quantum theory has shown that the parametric generation from 

quantum noise can start because of quantum fluctuations.
The parametric generation from quantum noise is characterized by 

the following initial conditions:

OM0)> =  <w2(°)> =  <™3(°)> =  %o5 (9a)

a. For the coherent pumping radiation it has been found that when 
assuming quite intense pumping radiation, i.e. n3>0 $> 1, the following 
expressions for mean photon numbers in the individual modes hold [10]:

<ni(t)) =  <n2(t)) =  n3i0
t&nh2 (nl'^gt)

[l +  n^sectfin^gt)] ’

<»»(*)> =
{n3>0+l)8eGh2{nl,20gt) 

[ l +  %,osech2(nï2gt)] *

(10a)

(10b)

The average time of the first photon decay was found to be [10]:

0.88
\ Tp h o t /c o h  =  ' i / 2 ~  * ( H )

n 3,0 9

It follows from (10) that the total conversion of pumping radiation 
energy at co3 into the energy of two subfrequencies cox and co2 can take 
place as t goes to infinity, provided that n3 0 $> 1. However, the time of 
the total energy conversion is very long when compared with other non
linear processes.

b. For chaotic pumping radiation the parametric generation from 
quantum noise does start, if the coherence time (rc>3) is exteremely long
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and the condition

l e, 3

hold [10].
In the opposite case, if

TC,3

1 , (2^3>o)1'2
2 A  '  g

1 ^ (2w0>3)1/2 
2 A  *  g

(12a)

(12b)

the process does not start at all [10].
The condition (12a) could be fulfilled for pumping radiations with 

extremely high coherence degree. However, such radiation are not emitted 
by usual thermal sources.

P aram etr ic  u p -co n v ers io n

The parametric up-conversion means a nonlinear process of sum-fre
quency generation at a>3, the intensity of one subfrequency component 
at cox (pumping radiation) being essentially greater than the intensity 
of the other one at a>2 (input radiation). This process is characterized by 
the initial conditions:

<^i(0)> =  ^i,o5 <0̂ 2(0)̂  =  2̂ ,0 î O 3(0)> =  0; (13a)

while the following relations hold:

ni,o > n2t0; nlto > <y(i)>; n1>0 > <w3(*)>. (14)

It has been shown in [11] that the efficiency of parametric up-con
version is practically insensible to photon statistics of the input radiation 
at co2. The description, that is used here, corresponds rather to the classical 
one [11].

a. For the coherent pumping radiation at oq the following approxima
tive expressions for mean photon numbers in the individual modes have 
been found [11].

<%i(i)> =  n1>0- n 2'0sm2(nl[20gt), (15a)

<n2{t)> == n2>0cos2 (n\[20gt), (15b)

<n3{t)} = n 2t0sm2{n\[lgt). (15c)

b. For the chaotic pumping radiation at a>x it has been found that 
the parametric up-conversion depends essentially upon the coherence 
degree of pumping radiation [11].
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i) For chaotic pumping radiation with extremely high coherence 
degree, when

l C, 1
1 1

2Ti wjogr
(16)

holds, the following expressions for mean photon numbers have been 
found:

=  nh0---- sin2 (2ll2n\[lgt), (17a)

71
<«,{*)> = - ^ [ l  +  cos2(2 W < 0iri)], (17b)

71
<«,(<)> = - | 1 sm2(21«»i [Igt). (17c)

Evidently, in this case the total energy conversion is one half of the 
initial photon number in the input mode, i.e. the total efficiency of the 
process is one half of that for coherent pumping radiation.

ii) For chaotic pumping radiation with very low coherence degree, 
when the condition

,1/2'2,
%,o 9

(18)

holds, the following simple solution for mean photon numbers have been 
obtained :

<%(*)> =  »ifo -to\,0g*P
(»2(fyy ~  n2,0 n2,o9*t2
<\W/a(t)') =  ,0</2£2

In this case the parametric up-conversion is much more effective 
if compared with the coherence pumping radiation.

For some special values of the typical coefficient of coherence 
rj1 =  2 r 1ln\lil(J and the ratio n2>0ln1>0 the problem was solved numerically. 
The results are shown in the figure for n2 0ln1>0 =  10~3.

The curves in the figure indicate that the efficiency of parametric 
up-conversion increases with the decreasing coherence degree of pumping 
radiation.

for <w2(i)>> 0, 
or <n3(i)><w 2)0.

^iya)
(19b)
(19c)

D iscu ss io n

The influence of photon statistics of generating radiations upon the 
efficiency on nonlinear processes can be successfully explained by effects 
of intermodal correlations, as it was shown in [12, 13].
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(t)2\The course of the relative mean photon number in the input mode — -— — at
n 2,o

a chaotic pumping radiation for — =  10“ 3 and for different values of the typical
ni,o 2 r

coefficient of coherence of the pumping mode % =  — =  0(1); rjt  =  10~3/(2);
ni,o

Vi —  10—2 (3) ; % =  10-1(4); % =  1(5); % =  10(6); ^ = 0 0 ( 7 )

Generally, the intermodal correlations between two modes of the 
type

<AWi(t)AWi (t)) = < « (+(i)%+(i)a4(i)<»/ ( i ) -  (20)

~ <\at  ( at  [t)aj(t)y

are the product of the nonlinear interaction among all three modes and 
they also depend strongly upon the initial statistics of generating radia
tions.

The positive correlation ^AWi AW>/ is connected with the bunching 
and the negative correlation with the antibunching of photons
appurtenant to different modes.

The positive correlation between the subfrequency modes 1 and 2 
<̂ AW1AW2) ,  that is connected with bunching of photons at a>x and co2, 
supports the sum-frequency generation and it quenches the splitting of 
photons at oj3 (differences-frequency generation). The negative corre
lation (AW 1AW2y supports the splitting of photons at coz and it quenches 
the sum-frequency generation.

The correlation between any subfrequency mode i and the sum- 
frequency mode  ̂ {AW iAW ^ii  = 1 , 2 )  has a different meaning. The 
positive correlation </IWi zlW'3 > supports the splitting of photons at
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co3 and it quenches the sum-frequency generation. The negative corre
lation (AWtAWs) supports the sum-frequency generation and it quen
ches the splitting of photons at co3.

In [13] it has been shown that the typical function

fV{t) =  <AW1{t)AWa{t)y +  <kAWt (t)AWa{ t )y -  (21)

-^ A W 1(t)AW2(t)y

plays a significant role in the nonlinear three mode processes.
For the positive iV (t) the sum-frequency generation is decelerated 

and the splitting of photons at co3 (difference-frequency generation) is 
accelerated.

For the negative i f  (t) the sum-frequency generation is accelerated 
and the decay of photons at a>3 is decelarated.

Using the conservation laws (6) we can calculate the intermodal corre
lations in the above description.

I. In the case of parametric generation from quentum noise the fol
lowing results have been obtained:

a. For coherent pumping radiation the required intermodal cor
relations are as follows [12]:

<Zl W1 (t) A W2 (t)} =  <%>2 (t)> >  0 (22a)

(A W ^ A W s it ) }  =  <AW2(t)AWz(t)> =  0, (22b)

and the typical function was found to be

*"(*) =  -< % 2(<)>· (23)
The weak bunching between the subfrequency modes 1 and 2 does 

not affect considerably the parametric generation, provided that n3t0 > 1.
b. For chaotic pumping radiation the intermodal correlations were 

found to have the form [12]:

(A W S )A W S )y  = < 0 +  <w3(i)>2-

—2<w3(i)>%0exp( —2F3|i|), (24a)

<AWi(t)AW3(t)} =  (AW 2(t)AW3(t)>

=  <%(i)>[%oexP( - 2A  \t\)~ (24b)
and the typical function is given by

fT{t) = 4<w3(i)> ^ 0e x p (-2 r 3|i|)-3<%3(i)>2- < 0. (25)

If the process were realized, i.e. the condition (12a) were satisfied,
then at the beginning of the process (exactly for <w3(i)> >  n3>0l2) the 
parametric generation from quantum noise would be slightly accelerated 
with respect to the coherent pumping radiation. This weak acceleration 
would be due to the bunching between the pump mode 3 and both the 
subfrequency modes 1 and 2, respectively, that predominates over the 
bunching between the subfrequency modes 1 and 2 (see [10] and [12]).
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The fact that the process is not realizable when the condition (12b) 
holds is due to both the bunching between the subfrequency modes 1 
and 2 and the antibunching between the pumping mode 3 and the sub
frequency modes 1 and 2, respectively.

II. In the case of parametric up-conversion, when regarding the con
ditions (14), the following approximative results have been obtained:

a. For coherent pumping radiation the intermodal correlations are 
given approximately by [11]

(A W ^ A W ^ t) }  = (AW 1{t)AWz{t)> = <AW2(t)AW3(t)> =  0, (26)

and for the typical function it holds

iT(t) = 0. (27)

In this case the nonlinear process is not considerably affected by the 
influence of intermodal correlations.

b. For chaotic pumping radiation the following intermodal corre
lations have been obtained [11]:

( A t V M A W M } *  „ +  <»!(()>], (28a)

(AW\(t) AW3(i)> =  <%(£)> [%,oexP ( - 2 A  |i|) -<%(*)>], (28b)

(AW 2(t)AW3(t)> = 0, (28c)

and the typical function is given by:

^ ( t )  = <^i(«)>K oexp(-2ri |i |) -< n 1(<)>] +

(nM )y
+  ^ [%0 +  <̂ W >]· (29)

At an extremely high coherence degree of pumping radiation, when 
the relation (16) holds, the deceleration of parametric up-conversion is 
due to the antibunching between the modes 1 and 2 and the bunching 
between the modes 1 and 3.

At a very low coherence degree of pumping radiation, when the con
dition (18) holds, the anticorrelation between the modes 1 and 2 acts 
againts the sum-frequency generation, the anticorrelation between the 
modes 1 and 3 is, however, much more greater and causes, a considerable 
acceleration of the process.

The above approach of treatment of the two special types of nonlinear 
processes is also supported by the short-time approximation solution 
of the problems [5, 14, 15].

A matter of special interest is the strong anticorrelation between two 
subfrequency modes due to parametric up-conversion with chaotic pump
ing light (28a), which seems to be a general property of sum-frequency 
generation by chaotic light [14, 15].
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The formula (28a) offers an attractive experimental verification, when 
using the rotating ground glass disc or scattering in liquid crystals [16] 
for randomization of laser radiation and measuring the correlation by 
means of well known Hanbury Brown-Twiss intensity correlation arrange
ment (see e.g. [9]).
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Выход оптических нелинейных процессов
по отношению к статистике фотонов генерирующего излучения

Обсуждено влияние статистики фотонов на протекание трёхмодовых оптических процессов. 
Применён метод, который основан на соблюдении статистики генерирующего излучения 
во время нелинейных процессов [8], а также исследованы два типичных случая, а именно, 
параметрическая генерация из квантового шума и параметрическая конверсия „вверх”. 
Выяснено влияние статистики фотонов генерирующего излучения на нелинейное протека
ние оптических процессов с помощью эффектов межмодовой корреляции.


